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Nonlinear Volterra Integrodifferential Systems 
with E?-Kernels* 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper me are concerned with properties of integrod~~e~~~~~ 
systems of the form 
x’(t) = Ax(t) + jes B(t - +x(s) d.T 
+ j)(t - @c(s) ds + h(t) + F(t - T), WI 
where t 2 7 and where z(t) =f(c) on the interval 0 < f < 7. Here 7 2 Q 
is a given constant, f is a given continuous vector-valufxl function, A, B(t), 
and L(t) are square matricies and h is a functional which is ‘“sm0’ in a 
sense to be made precise later. A solution to (N) with initial values (~,f) 
will be denoted by x(t, 7,-f). If T = 0, then the function f reduces to an 
initial vector f(O) = x0 and x(t, ~,f) = x(t, O3 x0), 
Equations of this type were studied by the authors in f1] for the ease 
T = 0. At first it nkight seem contrived to consider initial v&e problems 
of the form frj) when T > 0. ~nte~odi~e~en~al systems almost always occur 
in applications with T = 0. However, as was shown by MilXer in [ZJ, con- 
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siderable information concerning the special case 7 = 0 can be gleaned 
from consideration of the more general initial value problem. In [2], Miller 
studied the following linearized version of (N) 
r’(t) = AY(~) + it BP - sly(s) 4 VJ) 
with initial values y(t) =f(t) on the interval 0 < t < r. He showed that 
if B(t) EU(O, cc) and if R(t) is the resolvent associated with the matricies A 
and B(t) of(L), then R(t) is of classU(0, co) if and only if the trivial solution 
of (L) is uniformly asymptotically stable. He also obtained some sufficient 
conditions for uniform asymptotic stability. 
The integrability of R(t) is a more crucial fact than any stability properties 
of system (L). In this paper we prove that if B(t) ~Ll(0, co) and if B(s) is 
the Laplace transformation of the function B(t), then Iz(t) ~Ll(0, cc) if and 
only if det(s - A - B(s)) f 0 for Re s > 0. This theorem contains and 
generalizes the corresponding results in [2]. It is also the analog for integro- 
differential systems of a theorem of Paley and Wiener [3, p. 601 which 
characterizes the integrability properties of resolvents of integral equations. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II contains 
preliminary definitions and theorems. Section III contains the statement 
and proof of the theorem stated in the previous paragraph. In Section IV 
we apply the results in Section III together with a method developed by 
Grossman [4] to study stability properties of systems of the form (N). The 
last section contains a detailed comparison of the theorem of Paley and 
Wiener and our results on integrability properties of resolvents. 
II. PRELIMINARIES 
Consider the initial value problem (L) where 7 > 0 is a real constant 
and f(t) is a continuous vector valued function defined on the interval 
O<t<r. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The differential resolvent 22(t) associated with the 
linear system (L) is the unique solution of the matrix equation 
R’(t) = AR(t) + s” B(t - s)R(s) ds, R(O) = I, 
0 
where I is the identity matrix. 
Consider the following system 
y’(t) = Ay(t) + 6 B(t - sly(s) ds + p(t, Y(*)), Y(O) = Yo > (2.1) 
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where PO, y) is a given functional and B(t) is locally integrable on [O, CO), 
that is, fl/ B(t)\ dt < co for each T > 0. It was shown in [l] that (2.1) can 
be written in the equivalent “variation of constant form” 
y(t) = Wyo + St R(t - SW, Y(*>> ds (t 3 0). (24 
0 
Given an initial pair (~,f) let y(t, ~,f) be the unique solution of (L). Since 
B(t) is locally integrable the solution y( t, T, f) is known to exist locally (see 
Driver [5j for details). Then 
y’(t 4-T,T,f) =Ay(t+ T> 7, f) + jot B(t - s)Y(s + '-> T> f) ds 
+ jT qt + T - s)f(s) ds 
0 
for t > 0 and y(T, 7, f) = f(T). Apply the variation of constants formula 
to this equation to obtain 
We shall work with this form of (L) in the sequel. 
Let Mn denote the set of all n x n constant matricies. Let R+ denote the 
interval 0 < t < co and let C(R+) d enote the set of all continuous functions 
9: R+ -+ Rn. GivenfE C(R+) and 7 > 0 let jlf/, = max(if(t)! ; 0 < t < T). 
DEFINITION 2.2. Suppose B(t) is locally integrable on R+. Consider the 
system (L) with initial conditions (T,f) E R+ x C(P). The trivial solution 
x = 0 is called: (i) stable if given any 7 2 0 and any e > 0 there exists a 
number 8 (depending on E and T) such that whenever f~ C(R+) and 
[]fii, < 6, then the solution y(t, T,f) of (L) exists for all t 3 T and satisfies 
/ x(t, T,f)i < E; 
(ii) uniformly stable if it is stable and 6 can be chosen independent 
of 7 >, 0; or 
(iii) uniformly asymptotically stable if it is uniformly stable and if 
given any E > 0 and any constant A > 0 there exists a number T(E) > 0 
such that j y(t + T(E), ~,f)j < E uniformly for all t > 7, all 7 > 0 and all 
functions f with j[ f jjT < A. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let A be a given constant n x n matrix. Suppose B(t) 
is a locally integrable function whose Laplace transformation B(s) is defined 
for all s in the half plane Re s >, 0. Then the pair (A, B(t)) is said to satisfy 
condition (D) if and only if det(s - A - B(s)) # 0 for Re s > 0. 
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The following theorems are proved in [2]. 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose B(t) eLl(R+). If the trivial solution of (L) is 
unayormly asymptotically stable, then condition (D) is satisJied for the pair 
(4 B(t)). 
THEOREM 2.5. Suppose B(t) and R(t) are both in Ll(R+). Then (i) R(t) 
and R’(t) ELM for 1 < P < 00 and both R(t) and R’(t) -+ 0 as t + co; 
(ii) the trivial soZution of (L) is uniformly asymptotically stable; and 
(iii) for any initial value (7, f) in R+ x C(R+), the solution y(t, T, f) of 
(L) is in L’(R+) for 1 < P < GO. 
THEOREM 2.6. If B(t) ELM and if (L) is uniformly asymptotically 
stable, then the resolvent R(t) associated with (L) is in Ll(R+). 
THEOREM 2.7. Suppose B(t) E Ll(R+), condition (D) is true for the pair 
(4 B(t)) and 
00 m 
1s 
1 B(u)] du ds < co. 
0 s 
Then (L) is uniformly asymptotically stable. 
Consider the integral equation 
X(t) = f(t) + J’,’ a(t - $4~) d-f, (2.5) 
where a(t) is locally integrable on Rf. 
DEFINITION 2.8. The integral resolvent r(t) associated with (2.5) is the 
solution of the equation 
r(t) = -a(t) + jot a(t - S)Y(S) ds. (r) 
The integral resolvent can be used to solve (2.5), indeed 
x(t) = f(t) - s,’ r(t - s) f (s) ds. 
If a(t) has a locally integrable derivative, then (2.5) can also be expressed 
in the form 
x’(t) = f’(t) + Ax(t) + s” B(t - s)%(s) ds, 40) = f ((97 
0 
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where A = a(0) and B(t) = a’(t). In this special case the differential resolver& 
R(t) is also defined. The two types of resolvents are related by the formula 
R(t) = I - jot Y(S) ds. 
Paley and Wiener [3, p. 601 proved the following result. 
THEOREM 2.8. If a(t) ELM, th en the integral resolvent r(t) E Ll(R+) 
if and only if det(I - B(s)) f 0 for Re s 3 0. 
III. THE MAIN RESULT 
The purpose of this section is to precisely state and prove the main result 
of this paper, Theorem 3.5. We shall also prove that the set of all pairs 
(A, B(t)) which have resolvent R(t) EU(O, co) is an open set in 
Ma x U(0, 00). This is Theorem 3.6. We begin with a simple definition. 
Given any T > 0 and the function B(t) let 
Rewrite system (L) as 
y’(t) = Ay(t) + 1” &(t - sly(s) ds + 1” B,(t - sly(s) ds, (3-l) 
0 0 
where &(t) = B(t) x[r,,&t) = B(t) - B,(t). 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose condition (D) is true for the pair (A, B(t)) and 
suppose B(t) ELM. Then,for all su@iently large values of T condition (D) 
is true for the pair (A, B,(t)). 
Proof. Suppose the lemma is false. Then there exists a sequence of 
positive, increasing, real numbers T, -+ co with 
I m I B(t)1 dt < l/n, Tm 
and there exists a sequence of complex numbers s, with Re s, 3 0 such 
that 
det(s,--A-J’” exp (-s~)B(t) dt) = 0. 
0 
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By the choice of T, and s, it follows that 
det(s, - A - A($,)) = Ed , en = 0(1/n). (3.2) 
Now B(s) --+ 0 as 1 s 1 -+ cc with Re s 2 0. This is trivial if Re s -+ co. 
It is essentially the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma if Res is bounded but 
1 Im s 1 -+ co. Using this fact in (3.2) it follows that the sequence {s,J must 
be bounded. Hence, there is a subsequence, again denoted by (sn}, such 
that s, + s for some s with Re s > 0. Since B(s) is continuous, then (3.2) 
implies that as n --+ co 
limit det(s, - A, - &s,)) = det(s - A - B(s)) = 0. 
This contradicts condition (D) so the lemma is established. 
LEMMA 3.2. j: jsm 1 &(u)l du ds < co. 
Proof. Since B,(t) = 0 for t 3 T, then 
Lrn j- 1 B,(u)j du ds = loa IOU 1 B,(u)/ ds du = 6 u j B,(u)/ du 
8 
s 
T 
= u 1 B(u)/ du < 00. 
0 
Now consider the truncated system 
y’(t) = Ay(t) + I” B,(t - sly(s) ds (t > 4 (3.3) 
0 
with y(t) = f (t) on the interval 0 < t < 7. The constant T used in the 
definition of B,(t) is chosen large enough to satisfy the conclusion of Lemma 
3.1. Let R,(t) be the differential resolvent associated with system (3.3), that is 
LEMMA 
R,‘(t) = -m(t) + lot B,(t - s)qs) 4 qo> = I. (3.4) 
3.3. R,(t) d?(R+). 
PYOOf. The last two lemmas show that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.7 
are satisfied. Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 give the desired conclusion. 
Let v(t) = j”i &(t - s) B,(s) ds, where B,(t) is the remainder B,(t) = 
B(t) = B(t) - B,(t) as defined before. Suppose s(t) is the integral resolvent 
of v(t), that is 
S(t) = -v(t) + Jb” o(t - z@(u) du. (3.5) 
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If * is used to denote convolution multiplication and if 8 is used to denote 
the identity in this convolution algebra, then we can write v = R, t B, . 
Moreover, (3.5) is equivalent to the relation 
8 = (6 - RI * B,) * (8 - 8). (34 
Let y(t, 7,f) be the solution of the truncated system (3.3) and x(t, ~,f) 
the solution of (3.1). Then we have 
x’(t + 7, T, f) = Ax(t + 7, 7, f> + lt B,(t - s>x(s + 7, 7, f) h 
+~oTB,(t+.-s)f(~)~+~tB,(t-s)njs+~~~,f)~ 
+ j-*T at + 7 - s)f(s) as. 
On applying formula (2.3) we obtain 
or 
@+T,T,f) =Y@+ T,T,f) +&*B,*NO 
This together with (3.6) yields 
x(t + T> 7s f) 
= (6 - S) * ly(t + 7, ~,f) + R, * (JOT B,(f -I- T - dfts) &)I. (3.7) 
LEMMA 3.4. If (A, B(t)) t’fi sa ts es condition (D), B(t) EU(D, CO) and T 
is chosen suficientty large, then the function S(t) defined by (3.5) is of class 
Ll(R’). 
Proof. Formula (3.5) or (3.6) indicates that s(t) is the integral resolvent 
of R, * B, . Since both R,(t) and B,(t) are in U(0, a), then the convolution 
R, * B, ED(R+). By Theorem 2.8 above it is sufficient to show that 
det(l - RI * B,(s)) = det(1 - a,(s) B,(s)) # 0 for Re s 2 Q. 
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Apply Laplace transforms to (3.4) to obtain 
s&s) - R,(O) = AI?,(s) + a(s) &s, 
or 
Therefore, 
2,(s) = {s - A - &(s)}-1 (Res 3 0). 
I - A,(s) &s) = I - {s - A - B,(s)}-1 B,(s) 
= {s - A - B,(s))-1 {s - A - B,(s) - B,(s)) 
= {s - A - B,(s))-1 {s - A - B(s)). 
This formula, condition (D), and Lemma 3.1 show that 
det(1 - &(s) B,(s)) = det(s - A - B,(s))-l det(s - A - B(s)) # 0, 
when Re s > 0. This proves Lemma 3.4. 
The principle result of this paper is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.5. Given system (L) suppose B(t) E Ll(R+). Then the differential 
resolvent R(t) is in Ll(R+) if and only ;f the pair (A, B(t)) satisfies condition (D). 
Proof. The necessity of the theorem is Theorem 2.4. To prove sufficiency 
it is sufficient to show that the trivial solution of(L), or equivalently of (3.1), 
is uniformly asymptotically stable. Then Theorem 2.6 can be applied. 
Fix T so large that Lemma 3.1 is true. For this T the functions RI(t) and 
S(t) are well defined and integrable. Let jj RI I/r and (/ 5’ /(r denote thell-norms 
of R, and S. From Theorem 2.5 we know that the trivial solution of (3.3) is 
uniformly asymptotically stable. Thus, there exists a constant A > 0 such 
that if y(t, ~,f) is a solution of (3.3) then 1 y(b, r,f)l < A /fil, uniformly 
for t > 7 2 0. Moreover, there exists 6 (independent of er > 0) and 
TX = Tl(el) > 0 such that if j]f /I7 < 6 then 1 y(t, 7, f)l < or uniformly 
for t 3 Tl + 7 and 7 > 0. Pick T, = T,(E,) so large that 
s m TZ I WI dt -=c ~1, jT; I&&)I dt -=c ~1 
f m j(R, c (6 - S)} (t)l dt < 61 . TZ 
and 
To see that (3.1) is uniformly stable, use (3.7) to estimate 
I x(t + *3 7,f)l G (1 + II s MA IlfllT 
+ II 4 * (6 - W m= I s 7 &(t + 7 - s>fN ds I 
< ((1 + ll SIIP + II R, IL (lo+ II A’ llJll B llJllfll~ .
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This estimate implies uniform stability. To show uniform asymptotic 
stability we use (3.7) and the estimates for e1 which were given previously. 
If T >, 0, [If]], < 8 and t > T* = max(T, T1(eI), Tz(~J>, then. 
+ (J‘,” 1% * (6 - 811 WI dt) II B /II IlflL 
Hence, for a given E, we need only take 
If t >, T”(e,), then the solution x(t, T, f) of (3.1) will satisfy 
t@+T,T,f)l <E if 7 > 0, l/fll, < 6 and t 2 T*. 
This proves the theorem. 
We can give a variety of examples which satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 
2.5. For example if B(t) = exp(-Ct) where C > 0, then condition (D) is 
true if and only if A < -C-l. If B(t) is scalar valued and integrable, then 
the relation, 
Re(k - A - B(L)) > 0 for --oo<w<oo), 
will imply (D). If A > 0, this condition cannot be satisfied. If A < 0, the 
condition is Re B(L) < -A. 
Before leaving this section we prove a topological result concerning the 
resolvent R(t). 
THEOREM 3.6. Let MA = all n x n constant mat&es with nor? I/ f/ and 
let X = .M* X Ll(R+) with the product topology. If U = {(A, B(t)) E X: 
the resolvent RAB associated with (A, 3(t)) is in Ll(R+)j, then U is an open set 
in x. 
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Proof. Given (A, B(t)) E X, then RAB ELM if and only if 
7(A, B) = min(l det(s - A - B*(s))]: Re s 3 0} > 0. 
Moreover, if (A, , B,) -+ (A, B) in X, then B,(s) -+ B(s) uniformly for 
Re s 3 0. Thus, q is a continuous function in X. 
IV. EXISTENCE THEOREMS 
Since maps with kernels in Ll(R+) are admissible with respect to a large 
class of Banach spaces, the results in the last section can be applied in a 
straightforward way to Theorems 4 and 5 in [l] in order to obtain new 
results. Instead of doing this directly we shall obtain some more general 
results by applying the results in the last section together with the techniques 
of [l] in order to analyze the nonlinear system (N). 
Let F = ZS(R+) be the set of all functions v: Rf -+ R” such that for 
each T > 0 the seminorm 
These seminorms generate a FrCchet space topology in ZS(R+). As usual 
the set C(R+) consists of all continuous functions 9: R+ -+ Rfi. This set 
can also be considered as a FrCchet space with seminorms 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let X be a Banach subspace of 9 with norm I/ I/. 
(a) The norm 11 Ij is said to be stronger than the topology on X inherited 
from 9 if and only if X,,XEX and /lx,---lj--+O as n-+co imply 
x, -+ x in 9. 
(b) X is said to have the P-mapping property if and only if (a) is true 
and given any matrix valued function B eLl(R+) with 
(B * v)(t) = s” B(t - s) I&S) ds (O<t<co, 
0 
one has B JF y E X whenever g, E X. 
LEMMA 4.2. If X has the Lknapping property, then fog any B ELM 
the function B + 97 is a continuous linear map on X into X. 
Proof, The lemma is an immediate application of the closed graph 
theorem. 
DEFINITION 4.3. Let X be a Banach subspace of # with a stronger norm. 
Fix Q- > 0. Then X is said to be admissible with respect to (L) at ZT if and 
only if given any f~ C[O, kj, if r(t, Q-,f) is the solution of (L) with initial 
values (r, f) then the function Yf defined by 
L~nmn 4.4. Let B(t) E 2?5Z1(R+) apid let T > 0 be girmz. If X is ud~~s~~b~~ 
w.Y.~. (L) at T then the map Y de$ned by (4.1) is a continuous linear map QJ” 
C[O, T] inta x. 
Proof. It was shown in [2] that the solution y(t, G-,f) of(L) is a continuous 
function of (tl r,f) for t 2 T, r > 0 and ft; C(R i). Therefore, the lemma 
follows immediately from the closed graph theorem. 
The functional h in system (N) will be required to be small in the following 
sense. 
DIXFINEITON 4.5. Let X be a Banach subspace of .F with stronger norm. 
Let 12: X -+ X. Then h is said to be of higher osder w.r.t. X if and only if 
h{O) = 0 and for each E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that ii ~(~~) - hf&!I < 
E jj 911 - us j\ when R and ‘cpz are in X and [I ‘p3. /j, jj pz ij < 8. 
Theorem 4 of [2] has the following analog. 
THEQR~I 4.6. Suppose X has the L1-mapping property, X is admissible 
w.~.t~ (L) at T, mad h is of higher omk~ w.r.t. X. Assume that B(t) and 
L(t) ELM am-2 that both of the pairs (A, B(t)) a~& (A, B(t) + L(t)) safe 
c~d~t~~~ (D). Thelz given E > 0 there exists a number (s > 0 such that if 
fE C(R+) with /If/[, < 6 andifF~X with llF[j < 6, then quation (N) has a 
unique sol&m x(t, r, f) such that x(0 + T, T, f) is in X arcd has nom less 
then E. 
Pmo$ Let y(t, r,f) be the solution of (L) with initial value (~,f). The 
variation of coqstants formula can be employed in order tn rewrite {N) in 
the form 
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In convolution notation this equation takes the form 
.(t+TyT,f) =Y(t+T,T,f)+R*{F+h(x(.i-T,T,f)) 
+ R *L x x(. + r, T, f). (4.2) 
Let v = R or: L and let S be the integral resolvent of ‘u. Since v E Ll(R+) and 
since 
det(1 - r?(s)) = det(1 - &$)x(s)) 
= det(1 - {s - A - B(s)}-lx(,)) 
= det(s - A - B(s))-l det(s - A - B(s) -E(s)) f 0, 
for Re s > 0, then by Theorem 2.8 above it follows that S ELM. If 
6 = identity in the convolution algebra, then (4.2) may be rewritten as 
x(t + T, ~,f) = (8 - S> % (y + R *F) + (6 - S> * &(- + 7, ~,f)). 
This equation has the form 
(4.3) 
x = Gf + GP + k(x), (4.4) 
where G1 : C[O, T] ---t X and Gs : X + X are continuous linear maps and Jr1 
is of higher order w.r.t. X. There exists E,, > 0 such that if v, and cps E X 
and II nil, II ~2 II G co then II 46~1) - MRJ~~ < II R - v2 1112. Given e in 
the interval 0 < E < e. let S(E) = (9 E X : II v 11 < 6). If 
II f&f+ GPII < II G II Ilfll, + II 452 II IIFII < 42, 
then the right side of (4.4) d fi e nes a contraction mapping on S(E). This 
proves the theorem. 
The space X can be chosen in a variety of ways so that the hypotheses of 
Theorem 4.6 are true. All of the space considered here are easily seen to 
have the L1-mapping property. The other important consideration is 
admissibility w.r.t. (L) at 7. Theorem 2.5 may be used to discuss this 
question. For example if LP(R+) is the usual Lebesgue space of p-integrable 
functions on R+, then X = LP(R+) is admissible w.r.t. (L) at 7 for any 7 > 0 
and any P in the range 1 < P < co. If X = (9’ E C(R+): y’ ELM}, 
X = C(R+) n L”(R+) or X = {y E C(R+) r\ Lm(R+): p)(t) -+ 0 as t -+ co}, 
then X is admissible w.r.t. (L) at T for any 7 3 0. One can also make up 
other spaces by intersection of two spaces X, and X, with norms /I II1 and 
II II2 , say X = x1 n X2 +h norm II 9 II = II v Ill + II y2 II. 
We conclude this section by proving a result for the case when the integral 
of the nonlinearity h satisfies an appropriate “smallness” condition. Consider 
the system (N) for some fixed V- 3 0. Define (gv)(t) = J”: hv(s) &. 
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THERM 4.7. Suppose X has the L&zapping property and is admissiible 
w.r.t. (L) at T. Suppose the functionalgv deJined above is of higher urde~ w.r.t. X. 
Let B(t) ELM and let the pair (A, B(t)) satisfy condition (D), Thengiven any 
E > 0 there exists a number 6 > 0 such that if f E C[O, T] with I/f\\, < S and 
F E X with /I F Ij < 6, then (N) has a unique soZutim x(t) = x(t + T, T, f) in 
x with 11 x I/ < E. 
Proof. Let y(t) = y(t + 7, ‘T, f) solve (L). Then (N) can be written in 
the equivalent form 
x(t) = y(t) + (R *F)(t) + Jot R(t - s) hx(s) ds. 
Integration by parts yields 
x(t) = r(t) + (R *F)(t) + &t> - CR’ * &(t). (4.5) 
By Theorem 2.5, R’(t) EI?(R+). Therefore, given any sufliciently small 
E > 0, the right side of (4.5) determines a contraction map on the sphere 
S(G) = (9 E X: 11 y /j < G}. This proves the theorem. 
V. REMARKS AND GENERALIZATIONS 
Consider the integral equation 
x(t) = F(t) + Jot a(t - s) x(s) ds. (5.1) 
If a(t) EU(R+), then the Paley-Wiener theorem gives necessary and suflkient 
conditions in order that the integral resolvent r(t) be in Ll(R+). Since the 
solution of (5.1) has the form 
x(t) = F(t) - lot r(t - s)F(s) ds, (5.2) 
this theorem gives a great deal of information about solutions of (5.1,). 
Theorem 3.5 will apply to (5.1) in case F’(t) exists and is in .2?9’(R+) 
while 
a(t) = A, + St B,,(s) ds, B,(t) E Ll(O, co). 
0 
In this case integration by parts in (5.2) yields 
x(t) = R(t)F(O) + Jot R(t - s)F’(s) ds. 
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Theorem 3.5 gives necessary and sufficient conditions in order that the 
differential resolvent R(t) ED(R+). If enough is known about. F’, then the 
theorem yields a great deal of information about the solution x(t). If 
Q(t) = A,t + A, + f s” B,(t,) dtzdtl + St B&J dtl , (5.3) 
0 0 0 
and if F(t) has two derivatives then (5.1) is equivalent to the second order 
system 
We can introduce y(t) = x’(t) and then apply Theorem 3.5 to the resulting 
first order system. The differentiable resolvent of this resulting first order 
system has components &(t) for i, j = 1,2. Moreover, if r(t) is the integral 
resolvent of a(t), then 
R&t) = I - Jot Y(S) ds, R,, = t - t ‘Y(U) duds 
s.i 0 0 
and 
4, = AoR,, + Bo * 4, > RI, = R,, - AIR,, - Bl * R,, . 
It follows that det(? - $(A, + B,(s)) - A, - B,(s)) # 0 for Re s 2 0 if 
and only if 
(di/dtj) (t - I” Is T(U) du ds) ELM, 
0 0 
forj = 0, 1, and 2. 
The same type of reasoning can be used to prove the following result. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose Bi E Ll(R+) for j = 0, I,..., n, where n > 0. Let 
and let r(t) be the integral resolve& of u(t). Then 
det s”+r{l - a(s)> = det{sn+l - (A, + B,(s)) S” - -1. - (A, + BOB,(s))) + 0 
fog Re s > 0 if and only if 
$ If - Jot 6’ --- s,;“” r(tn) dt, ... dtl\ ELM, (5.4) 
for j = 0, l,..., n + 1. 
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If Q(t) also contains a term B,,,(~) fP(I?+), then one can stih obtam part 
of Theorem 5.1. 
aad let r(t) be the integral resobent of a(t). Zf 
det .+*(I - B(s)) = det(s”+l - s~+~&,,(s) - @A, + B,(s)) 
- .** - @, -I- $(s)) - (A, + &($f # 0 
for Re $ 2 0, GWFZ r(t) EU(R+). 
Progf. Write a(t) = aI + B,,(t). Let b,, be a Cl function with 
compact support which approximates B,,, in the Lr-norm so closely that 
det(s’2+1(I - &&)) - s”(A, + B,(s)) - I** - (A, + ~~~~))~ # 0, 
for Re s 2 0. (That this is possible can be proved in the manner of Lemma 
3.1.) Let AB = B,+z - 6,+X and let p(t) be the integral resolvent of 
a(t) _- As(t). Since b,+, has an LI derivative, then Theorem 5.1 applies. 
On using (5.4) with j = n + 1 we see that p(t) ELM. Thus, (5.1) has 
the form 
or 
x=P+ABxx+(a-AB)*x 
Since d3 - p * AB ~22, then Theorem 2.8 apphes. But 
det(1 - dB(s) + p”(s) dB(s)) 
for Re s 2 0 by the assumptions and the choice of b,, . This means that 
the sohztion g(t) of (5.1) is 
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where p and 5’ are L1 functions. In particular the solution x(t) of (5.1) is 
bounded whenever F is bounded. This can only happen if r(t) ELM, see 
[6, Theorem 31. 
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